POWER VOYAGING

Ship’s papers

M

Above, when
you arrive at
your destination, you better have the
paperwork
ready! Right, a
custom ship’s
stamp makes
all paperwork
more official.

ost of the more
experienced power
voyagers I work with have
a system and a plan to look
after just about every aspect
involved in the management of their boats. The
techniques they employ
to track and monitor their
equipment have been featured and discussed in
this series of “Dial-InYour-Trawler” articles.
Managing ship
papers is one topic
that I find particularly
important for my brokerage clients who are
new to the idea of own-
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ing a cruising yacht. This
is even a subject I have
lectured about in TrawlerFest seminars, and I have
included the list of necessary documents as a class
handout.
Everyone knows
there is a lot of paperwork involved when it

comes to purchasing, owning and maintaining a
proper cruising yacht. I’ve
been able to distill a lot
of the wisdom I have collected from others, and we
provide this as a service to
our trawler buyers. This is
an always-evolving collection of documents, but the
intent here is to get you
thinking about what you
have, what you need and
what path (should we call
it a paper trail?) that will
get your “docs” in a row.
Those who are very well
organized keep three-ring
binders filled with hard
copies of manuals and
important documents —
they also have electronic
copies as backups. It is
interesting
that there
are really two
logical ways
to organize
ships documents: alphabetically, or
in the order
that best suits
you. I’ve seen
both styles;
you simply
need to use
www.oceannavigator.com

whatever makes it easiest for you
to find what you are looking for
when you need it.
To collect and assemble the
necessary paperwork, we provide
to our clients the accompanying
alphabetical list comprised of the
most common documents they
are likely to have or will need to
have aboard (see sidebar below).
This list is good for both local
and international travel. If your
documents are all originals, I
suggest you scan these to make
electronic copies (PDFs) as well
as color photo copies to keep in

a safe place.
I hope you will consider the
list accompanying this article
a solid start, but I understand
there is always something to add.
I welcome your comments if you have other
documents to suggest.
Most power voyagers now carry a printer
and paper on board.
Arriving in a faraway
place and then having
to find a store to make
five copies of a particular document at a

The papers pictured below are just a
sample of the types of information you
may need to have access to. Filing these in
a binder keeps them safe and in one place
for easy retrieval.

Suggested ship’s papers
Bicycle/scooter registration
Bill of sale (showing proof of
ownership)
Birth certificate (copy notarized for each crewmember)
Builder’s certificate (construction of vessel)
Captain’s authorization
letter (if someone other than
owner is operating the vessel)
Captain’s license (if you have
one)
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary
diploma (inspection sticker)
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary
inspection (list of items to
have on board and locations)
Country cruising permits
(e.g., U.S. cruising import for
non-U.S.-flagged vessels, Mexico
Temporary Import Permit and
related Zarpes for clearing in/
out)
Dinghy and outboard registration and bill of sale (state
registration)
Documentation number
(e.g., USCG ID number)
Driver’s license from home
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state (color photocopy) and
international driver’s license
Duty (entry summary papers,
proof of duty paid status if
imported)
Emergency contact names
(friends and family)
Entity ownership papers
(LLC, family trust, proof of how
vessel is titled)
EPIRB registration
EPIRB broadcast permit
FCC call sign
Fishing license (one for each
person on board in the states,
countries you intend to fish)
Float plan form (USCG downloadable)
Gun permit (proper weapons
and ammunition certificates)
Haul-out sling location
photos for future yard visit
Homeland Security clearing decals (like Nexus for U.S./
Canada border crossing)
Hull identification number
(a rubbing of your HIN and a
reminder where your hidden one
is located)

Hull specifications (details of
your boat and equipment summarized)
Insurance binder and agent
contact information
Inventory (model and serial
number for all “expensive”
gear)
Life raft details (including
next service date)
Manufacturer’s certificate
and/or statement of origin
Medical paperwork (e.g.,
doctor approval for carrying prescription medicines, summary of
any medical conditions)
MMSI certificate and MMSI
number
Mortgage (copy of ship’s
preferred mortgage/boat loan, if
applicable)
Passports (color photocopy for
each crewmember) and Declaration of Citizenship
Performance card (rpm,
speed, fuel burn, range, etc.)
Pet certificate (veterinarian
approval, shots current, etc.)
Proof of purchase (invoices

to support bill of sale, invoices
for extra gear like tender, electronics, etc.)
Propeller inspection record
data
Safe boating course diploma (you can take a test online
for this)
Safety gear location and
briefing for your crew
Satellite TV/music equipment serial numbers and
subscription information
Ship radio station operator’s license
Survey (copy of the hull survey
report and diesel inspection
survey)
Towing service contract
(Tow BoatUS, Vessel Assist, Sea
Tow, etc.)
USCG safety requirements
(what is needed and locations)
Visas (if required for entry to
arriving countries)
Waste management plan (to
satisfy Coast Guard requirement)
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Even this
Mexican
sign directing newly
arrived
vessels to
check in
has a stamp
on it.

dollar per page is annoying and
time consuming. I know some
vessel owners who will keep the
originals in a safe place and then
color photocopy and laminate
key documents to keep in a
binder on a shelf in the pilothouse. In fact, having an offvessel home base with a duplicate set of your papers that can
be relayed to you from family or
friends is a good backup plan.
One neat idea I have seen a
couple of trawler owners do for
traveling internationally is creating their own ship’s stamp. They
order a custom-made ink stamp
with the profile of their boat, the
name of their boat, their country’s official number and even
their HIN (hull identification
number), and have it ready for
action. When they clear in and
meet with immigration officials,
they will stamp the documents
that the customs officials stamp.
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By counter-stamping with their
own ink impression, they add an
air of ceremony and officialdom
to the whole process.
In addition to providing
the list mentioned previously,
another thing we do is hand
our clients a three-ring binder
filled with clear pocket inserts
that they can use to collate all
of their own ship’s papers. We
have reviewed what dozens of
trawler owners include in their
binders and summarize this for
all of our clients so that they
know what they should include
and can insert the documents in
an organized fashion. Presently,
we provide more than 30 different documents for our clients
to include in their ship’s papers
binder.
We pre-fill each transparent pocket with the title of the
document on an otherwise blank
sheet of paper so that they can

put the actual document into
the pocket where our placeholder page is inserted. For example,
we will include a page labeled
“USCG Documentation,” and
that is where they will file their
blue USCG Certificate of Documentation.
Having all of your important
papers in the same place makes
it easier to keep track of them.
Many documents expire and
need to be renewed, so it’s wise
to have a one-stop location to
remind you of what needs to be
kept current. As with any organized system, there is a bit of
time spent getting set up — a
good rainy-day project — but
the benefit of ready access whenever needed makes this a worthy
chore to undertake.
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